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As you read, look for:
• Louisiana’s early economic systems, and
• vocabulary terms barter, mercantilism, and smuggling.

The first economic system in Louisiana was based on barter (trading goods
and services without money). The Native Americans had a thriving barter
economy. Tribes traded goods with each other and later with Europeans. People
in this traditional economy followed the customs their ancestors had devel-
oped over time. They could get more of what they wanted and needed if they
traded with other tribes.

European settlers in Louisiana developed an economy based on agriculture
and commerce (buying and selling goods). Louisiana’s colonial economy was
based on mercantilism, a command economy controlled by the government.

Under mercantilism, the government of the mother country controlled its
resources and its markets in order to acquire wealth (gold and silver). The
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Below: The European nations
sought colonies in the New
World to increase their
power and wealth. This early
tobacco factory was one
example of the cash crops
found in the New World.
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Above: Indigo, which was
used to produce a blue dye,
was one of Louisiana’s early
cash crops. This early
engraving shows how indigo
was processed.

government expected its New World
colonies to provide raw materials and
crops to the mother country. Colonies
were also expected to buy goods only
from the mother country.

Mercantilism failed in Louisiana.
The colony first belonged to France
and then to Spain. Both expected to
find gold and silver or some other
valuable products here. But Louisiana
did not have those minerals, and the
colony never had enough workers.
Neither France nor Spain made money
on the Louisiana colony.

The colonists struggled in this mer-
cantile economy. They never received
enough supplies from either France or
Spain. Finally, the colonists changed
the economy to meet their needs
and developed a frontier exchange
economy. People trapped for furs,
made their own goods, grew their own
crops, and traded with their nearby
neighbors.

Some of those neighbors were colo-
nies that belonged to other nations.
Trade with those other colonies was
considered smuggling because it was
illegal. However, the colonists ignored
the laws because they could not
survive without smuggling. The settlers were moving away from the rules of
the command economy of mercantilism because those rules could not meet
their needs.

By the time Louisiana’s colonial period ended with the Louisiana Purchase,
a market economy based on agriculture was developing. The earliest crops in
the colony had been tobacco and indigo. They were replaced by sugar cane and
cotton because those crops were more profitable.

During this period, New Orleans developed into a major port for North
America. A visitor in 1801 described the city on the Mississippi as “the grand
mart of business, the Alexandria of America.”

In the early years of statehood, Louisiana continued its agricultural economy.
The economy boomed in the twenty years before the Civil War, but the end of
the war brought great suffering. The state struggled economically until after
World War II.
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Alexandria, Egypt, was built
around 300 B.C. It developed
into an important cultural,
intellectual, political, and
economic center for the known
(Mediterranean) world.



Above: There are over
500,000 acres of land in
Louisiana on which rice is
grown.

New industries that had developed during that war survived and grew. Ad-
vances in technology brought new equipment to farms. These machines re-
placed human labor and many workers left the farms.

But economic change had begun in Louisiana even before World War II. The
state’s vast forests were cut beginning about 1880. By 1920, most of the old-
growth trees were gone. Unfortunately, most of the profits were made by out-
of-state companies, not the people of Louisiana.

Another resource—oil—became valuable in the early twentieth century. This
new industry began to change Louisiana’s economic base. The demands for oil
during World War II combined with the changes in agriculture to give the state
a new economic direction.

In the twenty-first century, Louisiana’s economy is part of the interdepen-
dent global economy. The new economic direction seeks more diversity and
less dependence on the oil industry.

1. What is barter?
2. What is mercantilism?
3. Name two important crops in Louisiana.
4. How did World War II affect the oil industry?
5. What is the new economic direction for Louisiana?
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